
Primary Healthcare Centre, near Dharmapuri, India
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18 GAUGE G.I SHEET ROOFING

ON PURLINS @ 900mm SPACING

TO STRUCT. DWGS

‘SHERA’ BOARD STIFFENER

SANDWICHED BETWEEN STEEL 

FRAME

65X65 L ANGLES (BACK TO BACK) 

MAIN FRAME - PAINT FINISH

WALL FINISHED BOTH SIDES WITH 15mm.

RENDER WITH ENAMEL PAINT FINISH 

(OR EQUIV. WASHABLE)

WINDOW 

EXTERNAL SECURITY, MS 

PAINTED GRILL 20mm DIA

BARS @ 150mm SPACING 

INTERNAL, SLIDING FOLDING 

ALUMINIUM WINDOW WITH 

20X20mm CHANEL FRAME, 

8mm GLASS

CEMENT FINISH TO 450mm 

HIGH SKIRTING TO EXTEND TO

COVER SEAT

FLOOR FINISH - 60mm THK

‘IPS’ CEMENT FLOOR FINISH

FLOOR & SKIRTING SEALED 

WITH MATT PU COAT 

(UV RESISTANT)

12mm FLEXIBLE DRIP LINE FOR

MOISTENING VETIVER PANELS 

MS STAY PAINTED TO MATCH 

MAIN FRAME (FOR PIVOT FIXING)

20X40mm BOX - PAINT FINISH 

250X250X10mm THK BASE PLATE

SITE STONES RETAINED & SHAPED

FOR PLINTH PROTECTION 

DRAIN SLEEVE 38mm IN EACH BAY

FOR CORRIDOR DRAINAGE 

3 NOS ADJUSTABLE PANELS PIVOTED 

OFF MAIN STEEL FRAME, 

INFILL WITH ‘VETIVER’ WOVEN SHEET

SCREWED BACK TO PANEL FRAME

BAMBOO HANDLE 

Innovation In Use Of Sustainable Construction Materials And Building Technologies 

The design features a unique ‘building within a building’ architectural concept 

that seamlessly integrates parameters of functional program, climate, sustainable 

construction and aesthetics. The project was to be built at an extremely low cost: it 

was finally completed at about 175 USD /sqm, or approx 35% less than comparable 

conventional building costs.  

A key innovation is evident in the light ‘outer skin’ that mediates between the inner 

insulating buffer- ‘verandah’  type circulation space, and the harsh elements of nature 

outside. This employs several building innovations including an outer ‘inverted’ pitched 

roof and movable thatch panels both supported by a composite steel and cement 

board structural frame that rests on a raised floor plinth. 

The outer layer had to be built within a budget that was minimal, since the secure 

inner core clinic building, that was built to higher healthcare specifications, would 

consume a larger share of the monetary outlay. This was achieved by several design 

innovations :

1. Multi-role Roof  : The lightweight corrugated galvanized 

steel* ‘shade roof’ channels rain water into the central concrete 

gutter (which also supports it) for collection, groundwater 

recharge and storage. The cost of conventional water+weather 

proofing over the lower concrete roof is eliminated; while 

creating an additional ‘in between’ space that serves to 

house service units and piping which are easy to access and 

maintain. (*note- the initial proposal for using recycled tetrapak 

roofing sheets was aborted for 2 reasons : 1. non availability 

of material locally: the nearest source being over 1000km 

away. Hence requirement for transportation and associated 

monetary + environmental costs., 2. No clear performance 

guarantee for long term use with respect to alternating 

exposure to extreme heat and heavy monsoon rains.  

2. Composite Structural frames : The unique portal type 

frames combine slender 65x65mm double steel angle 

sections that sandwich two structurally profiled ‘shera’ 12mm 

thick flyash cement fibre boards. The resultant structural frame 

produces optimal structural efficiency and stiffness while 

consuming a minimal quantity of expensive steel.

3.  Movable Thatch Panels : This uses the aromatic Vetiver 

grass thatch mats as infill. A simple drip irrigation pipe* is 

used to wet the panels in the hot dry summer; lowering 

temperatures and humidifying air passing into the interior by 

evaporative cooling. The panels can be opened or closed 

depending on the degree of climatic protection required for 

the interior. The earth toned panels also filter the abundant 

ambient dust prevalent in hot dry summers.

(* still to be installed in constructed building )

The landscape plan* uses Vetiver cultivation for soil stabilization 

at the terrace edges and also for future use in making 

woven thatch mats ( The client, Mahalir Aran Trust-MAT, 

runs a garment stitching unit within a kilometer of the the 

Healthcentre, which employs local women who belong to a 

rehabilitation halfway home also run by MAT ). These can be 

manufactured locally by MAT to replace existing panels after 

their expected usable life of 3-5 years.

(* landscape planting work still remains to be executed. This 

shall be completed upon availability of additional funding )

4. Plinth retaining walls : These are clad with small stone 

boulders cleared from the soil at the building site. The natural 

earth texture of these rocks provides a maintenance free plinth 

protection; a perfect visual foil which absorbs dust / earth 

splash without looking ‘unclean’.

The overall objective was to create an innovative prototype 

modern building, inspired by traditional architectural 

elements like the protective ‘verandah’, that would serve as 

a benchmark for building construction in the local region. 

By employing a ‘hybrid’ construction team: a core group of 

skilled craftsmen brought from a few 100 km away and local 

workers, a very high quality of workmanship was achieved 

while transferring the expertise to local agencies.

MULTI-ROLE OUTER ROOF WITH GALVA-

NISED METAL(18 GAUGE)CORRUGATED 

SHEET CLADDING

POLYCARBONATE SHEET ROOF LIGHTS 

ROOF STRUCTURE OF COMPOSITE 

STEEL & CEMENT

COMPOSITE STRUCTURAL FRAMES 

-’SHERA’ FLYASH CEMENT FIBRE 

BOARDS + 60MM DOUBLE ANGLE 

STEEL SECTIONS.

OPENABLE PANELS WITH  STEEL 

FRAMES AND VETIVER THATCH 

INFILL. 

CONCRETE INNER ROOF & RAIN 

WATER COLLECTION GUTTER

WATER TANK TOWER

‘CORE’ BUILDING HOUSING 

CLINIC PROGRAM 

PLINTH RETAINING WALLS 

WITH RANDOM RUBBLE 

STONE CLADDING

RAIN WATER STORAGE TANKS 

BELOW GRADE

RAIN WATER COLLEC-

TION FEATURE

GREEN PLANTERS INTE-

GRATED IN AMPHITHEATRE 

STEPS

TOILET SKYLIGHTS-VENTS


